The abrupt boundary between a magnetosphere and the surrounding plasma, the magnetopause, has long been known to support surface waves. It was proposed that impulses acting on the boundary might lead to a trapping of these waves on the dayside by the ionosphere, resulting in a standing wave or eigenmode of the magnetopause surface. No direct observational evidence of this has been found to date and searches for indirect evidence have proved inconclusive, leading to speculation that this mechanism might not occur. By using fortuitous multipoint spacecraft observations during a rare isolated fast plasma jet impinging on the boundary, here we show that the resulting magnetopause motion and magnetospheric ultra-low frequency waves at well-defined frequencies are in agreement with and can only be explained by the magnetopause surface eigenmode. We therefore show through direct observations that this mechanism, which should impact upon the magnetospheric system globally, does in fact occur.
INTRODUCTION
Planetary magnetic fields act as obstacles to solar/stellar winds with their interaction forming a well-defined region of space known as a magnetosphere. The outer boundary of a magnetosphere, the magnetopause, is arguably the most significant since it controls the flux of mass, energy, and momentum both into and out of the system, with the boundary's motion thus having wide ranging consequences. Magnetopause dynamics, for example, can cause loss of relativistic radiation belt electrons [1] ; result in field-aligned currents directing energy to the ionosphere [2] ; and launch numerous modes of magnetospheric ultra-low frequency (ULF) waves [3, 4] that themselves transfer solar wind energy to radiation belt [5] , auroral [6] , and ionospheric regions [7] . On timescales greater than ∼ 6 min Earth's magnetopause responds quasistatically to upstream changes to maintain pressure balance [8] . Simple models treating the dayside magnetopause as a driven damped harmonic oscillator arrive at similar timescales [9] [10] [11] . How the boundary reacts to changes over shorter timescales is not fully understood.
It was proposed that plasma boundaries, including the dayside magnetopause, may be able to trap impulsively excited surface wave energy forming an eigenmode of the surface it- * m.archer@qmul.ac.uk self [12] . The magnetopause surface eigenmode (MSE) therefore constitutes a standing wave pattern of the dayside magnetopause formed by the interference of surface waves propagating both parallel and anti-parallel to the magnetospheric magnetic field which reflect at the northern and southern ionospheres. Its theory has been developed using ideal incompressible magnetohydrodynamics (MHD) in a simplified box model, as depicted in Figure 1a -c along with expected polarisations (panels d-e) [13] . The signature of MSE within the magnetosphere should be a damped evanescent fast-mode magnetosonic wave whose perturbations could significantly penetrate the dayside magnetosphere [14] . While this simple model neglects many factors which might preclude the possibility of MSE, global MHD simulations and applications of the theory to more representative models suggest MSE should be possible at Earth with a fundamental frequency typically less than 2 mHz [14, 15] . The considerable variability of Earth's outer magnetosphere, however, might suppress MSE's excitation efficiency [16] . The simulations have largely confirmed the theorised structure and polarisations of MSE but revealed that the relative phase of the field-aligned magnetic field perturbations differed from the box model prediction by 50
• [15] .
There exist numerous possible impulsive drivers of MSE including interplanetary shocks [17] , solar wind pressure pulses [18] , and antisunward plasma jets [19] , all of which are known to result in magnetopause dynamics and magnetospheric ULF waves in general. However, no direct evidence of MSE currently exists and potential indirect evidence have largely been inconclusive. Space-based studies have evoked MSE to explain recurring frequencies of both magnetopause oscillations [20, 21] and narrowband ULF waves excited by upstream jets [22] , however other mechanisms could not unambiguously be ruled out and this intepretation of the results appears inconsistent with later MSE modelling [14] . Multi-instrument groundbased searches in the vicinity of the open-closed magnetic field line boundary suggest MSE do not occur [16, 23] . While idealised theoretical treatments of plasmapause surface waves suggest MSE might be little affected by the ionosphere and thus observable in ground-based data [24] , applications of theory specifically to MSE are currently lacking though and thus it is unclear exactly what their ground-signatures should be.
One reason perhaps why MSE, if it exists, may not have yet been observed is that impulsive drivers tend to recur on short time scales and/or are typically embedded within high levels of turbulence [17, 19] . These perhaps disrupt MSE or result in complicated superpositions with various other modes of ULF wave. Evidence for other MHD eigenmodes has relied on multipoint and polarisation observations, comparing these with theory and simulations [25] [26] [27] . Therefore, multipoint observations of the magnetopause and magnetospheric response to an isolated impulsive driver may be the ideal scenario for unambiguous direct evidence of MSE.
Here we present observations at Earth's magnetosphere of an event which adhered to this strict combination of spacecraft configuration and driving conditions. We show that a rare isolated antisunward plasma jet impinged upon the magnetopause resulting in boundary oscillations and magnetospheric ULF waves. While the driving jet was impulsive and broadband, the response was narrowband at well-defined frequencies. By carefully comparing the observations with the expectations of numerous possible mechanisms, we show that the response to the jet can only be explained by the magnetopause surface eigenmode. We therefore present unambiguous direct observations of this eigenmode, which should exhibit global effects upon Earth's magnetosphere.
RESULTS

Overview
Observations are taken from the THEMIS mission on 7 August 2007 between 22:10-22:50 UT, a previously reported interval [28, 29] . The spacecraft were ideally arranged in a string-ofpearls configuration close to the magnetopause in the mid-late morning sector and < 3
• northwards of the magnetic equatorial plane, as depicted in Figure 2a -b. Subsequent panels in Figure 2 show time-series observations in the magnetosheath (panels c-d), at the magnetopause (panels e-g), and within the magnetosphere (panels h-i). The dynamic spectra corresponding to these observations are shown in Figure 3a -f.
Magnetosheath Observations
THB was predominantly located in the region immediately upstream of the boundary, the magnetosheath, as evidenced by the dominance of the thermal pressure P th (red) over the magnetic pressure P B (blue) in Figure 2d . At around 22:25 UT, following an outbound magnetopause crossing, THB observed an antisunward magnetosheath jet [19] lasting ∼ 100 s with peak ion velocity ∼ 390 km s −1 directed approximately along the Sun-Earth line (panels a-c). An increase in the antisunward dynamic pressure P dyn,x and thus also the total pressure acting on the magnetopause P tot,x = P B + P th + P dyn,x was associated with the jet (panel d). Unlike many magnetosheath jets this structure was isolated with no other significant pressure variations observed for tens of minutes afterwards [19] . The solar wind dynamic pressure was steady during this interval (grey line in panel d), with speed (average and spread) of 609 ± 10 km s −1 and density of 2.7 ± 0.1 cm −3 . Time-frequency analysis (see Methods) revealed the jet was impulsive and broadband -power enhancements in the total pressure were contained within the jet's cone of influence with no statistically significant peaks at discrete frequencies ( Figure 3a ).
Magnetopause Observations
The magnetopause passed over four of the spacecraft (THB-E) several times. Examples of such crossings are shown in Figure 2e -f for THC, with all crossings indicated as the coloured squares in panel g by geocentric radial distance along with the inferred magnetopause position at all times estimated through interpolation (see Methods).At least two large-amplitude ( 0.4 R E ) inward oscillations of the boundary followed the jet. The first oscillation was largest, being observed by all four spacecraft, whereas the amplitude had already decreased by the second oscillation. The wavelet transform of the interpolated magnetopause position ( Figure 3b ) shows a narrowband enhancement in power with mean peak frequency 1.8 mHz.
Projections of the normals to the magnetopause, arrived at using the cross product technique described in the Methods section, form a fan azimuthally as shown in Figure 2a -b.
However, there was no systematic separation in direction of inbound (purple) and outbound (orange) normals. Using these normals, timing analysis was performed (described in Methods) for each inward/outward motion of the boundary. During the first inward motion of the magnetopause, concurrent with the jet, the average boundary velocity along the normal and its spread were −238 ± 76 km s −1 and showed signs of acceleration with higher velocities resulting when using later crossings. This magnetopause motion is consistent with the antisunward ion velocities of the observed magnetosheath jet (Figure 2c ). Therefore, this initial magnetopause motion was a result of the jet's impulsive enhancement in the total pressure acting on the boundary. For the subsequent magnetopause motions, the speeds were similar to one another at 24 ± 10 km s [29] was observed during a magnetopause crossing (Figure 2c ), however, no further clear evidence of local reconnection occurred during subsequent crossings, likely because the observed magnetic shears were low (mean and spread were 34 ± 22 • ).
Magnetosphere Observations
The magnetopause did not pass over THA and thus it provided uninterrupted observations of the outer magnetosphere in the vicinity of the magnetopause. The magnetic field and ion velocity observations are shown in Figure 2h -i with corresponding wavelet spectra in It is surprising that no obvious radial velocity perturbations associated with the magnetopause motion were present, regardless of whether this motion was associated with an eigen-mode. However, through modelling (see Methods) we find that the expected ∼ 27 km s Given that the aperiodic IMF variations were present before the jet but the magnetopause motions and magnetospheric ULF waves all occurred directly following it, we conclude that the magnetosheath jet was indeed the driver of the narrowband signals observed by THEMIS.
Eigenfrequency estimates
To aid in our interpretation of the observed signals, we compare their frequencies with estimates of various resonant ULF wave modes applied to this event using the WKB method.
From an existing database of numerical calculations within representative models [14] the n = 1 MSE is expected at 1.4 mHz during this interval, with its antinode located at the black circle in Figure 2b . Spacecraft potential observations from THD and THE were used to arrive at the radial profile of the electron density [32] shown in Figure 5b (black). See
Methods for details. We combine the resulting density profile with a T96 magnetospheric magnetic field model [33, 34] using hourly averaged upstream conditions, an average ion density of 6.8 amu cm −3 [35] , and assuming a power law for the density distribution along the field line using exponent 2 [36] . Fundamental field line resonance (FLR) frequencies are then given at each radial distance by
where v A is the local Alfvén speed and the integration occurs between the two footpoints of each field line, with the results shown in Figure 5e . At THA's location this is estimated to be 6.7 mHz (panel e) in excellent agreement with the observed signal in v iA,sph , hence the observed frequency, polarisation and relative amplitudes point towards this signal being an n = 1 toroidal FLR.
Fast-mode resonances (FMRs), also known as cavity or waveguide modes, are radially standing fast-mode waves between boundaries and/or turning points [37, 38] . In the outer magnetosphere, the lowest frequency FMRs are quarter wavelength modes resulting from over-reflection of fast-mode waves. It is thought that these may occur for magnetosheath flow speeds 500 km s −1 [39] . However, at the local times of the observations this was not satisfied for either the ambient or the jet's flow speeds. Nonetheless, we still estimate the lowest possible FMR frequency given by
This corresponds to a fast-mode wave propagating (assuming low plasma beta) purely in the ±R direction forming a quarter wavelength mode between the magnetopause r mp and an inner boundary at the Alfvén speed local maximum r ib (at r = 3.2 R E ) [40] . From the Alfvén speed profile for this event we calculate this to be 6.3 mHz, clearly much higher than the two remaining signals which were observed.
Ground Magnetometer Observations
Unfortunately, there was very poor ground magnetometer station coverage near the spacecrafts' footpoints with only one station available, Pebek (PBK; see Methods for selection criteria). This station was nearly conjugate with THA, whose footpoint was at (66.3°, -132.0°) geomagnetic latitude and longitude respectively. The observations are shown in Figure 6 . The poor coverage and low resolution of the ground magnetometer data mean it is insufficient in providing additional evidence towards the physical mechanism behind the THEMIS observations.
DISCUSSION
We have presented THEMIS observations of the magnetopause and magnetospheric response to an isolated, impulsive antisunward magnetosheath jet. The ∼ 100 s duration jet triggered narrowband oscillations of both the magnetopause at 1.8 mHz and magnetospheric ULF waves with peak frequencies of 1.7, 3.3, and 6.7 mHz. We now compare the observations with several possible interpretations.
1. Direct Driving. The solar wind dynamic pressure was steady throughout this interval and while there were variations present in the IMF, these were aperiodic. The magnetosheath jet's total pressure was broadband and impulsive and it has been established from the magnetopause motion and the start of the wave activity that the jet triggered the observed signals. Since no significant narrowband oscillations at (or near)
these frequencies were present upstream in either the solar wind or magnetosheath, we conclude that the observed response cannot have been directly driven. [27] . The poloidal mode is known to have slightly lower natural frequencies than the toroidal, however, these differences are typically no more than 15-30% [43] . Therefore, given that the n = 1 toroidal FLR frequency at THA was 6.7 mHz during this event, the much lower frequencies of 1. 6. Pulsed Reconnection. While a reconnection outflow was seen before the magnetosheath jet, no clear signatures of local magnetopause reconnection were observed subsequently throughout the event.
7. Magnetopause Surface Eigenmode. The 1.4 mHz estimated fundamental MSE frequency during this period agrees with the observed 1.7-1.8 mHz signal within errors [14, 15] , with the 3.3 mHz oscillation perhaps being the second harmonic. As depicted in Figure 1b , equatorial observations of an n = 1 mode should show strong signals in the motion of the magnetopause as well as v iR,sph and B F,sph , whereas an n = 2 mode should dominate simply in B R,sph (panel c). These are all in agreement with the statistically significant peaks in the wavelet spectra, after the instrumental effects on the ion velocity due to the spacecraft potential were modelled and taken into account. The similarity in observed magnetopause normals for inbound and outbound crossings as well as an azimuthal boundary velocity consistent with zero are both expected for a standing surface wave. The phase relationships between the quantities for both signals were in good agreement with theoretical expectations of MSE [13] in the regions tan k F F > 0 as depicted in Figure 1e when also taking into account the reported 50
• phase shift of B F,sph in global MHD simulations of MSE [15] . Given the spacecraft were just southward of the expected MSE phase midpoint (Figure 2b) this is exactly the polarisation expected for the fundamental. In contrast, the second harmonic should see the phase relations for tan k F F < 0 in this region. [49, 50] . This trend was used to define the field-aligned direction F of the FA system and was subsequently subtracted from the magnetic field data. The azimuthal direction A, which nominally pointed eastward, was given by the cross product of Finally, ground magnetometer data was also used. Ground stations were chosen by computing the locations of the footpoints of the THEMIS spacecraft from a T96 model [33, 34] . Only ground stations on closed field lines (according to T96) no more than 1 R E earthward from the observations and within ±1 hr of magnetic local time were selected. This, unfortunately, resulted in only one station, Pebek (PBK) in the Russian Arctic. Data from this station was only available at 60 s resoluion and are presented in geomagnetic coordinates where the horizontal components H and E point geomagnetically north and east respectively and Z is the vertical component. The median was subtracted from each component.
Magnetopause motion
To track the location and motion of the magnetopause, the innermost edge of the magnetopause current layer was identified manually from THEMIS FGM data and piecewise cubic hermite interpolating polynomials [53] were used to estimate the radial distance to the boundary from all crossings (shown as the coloured squares in Figure 2g ) at all times, resulting in the black line. This method was chosen because it does not suffer from overshooting and anomalous extrema as much as other spline interpolation methods, thus any resulting oscillations present would be underestimates. Nonetheless, the crucial aspects of the results presented, such as the time-frequency analysis, proved to be largely insensitive to the interpolation method used.
Boundary normals for each magnetopause crossing were also estimated. This was done by taking the cross product of 30 s averages of magnetic field observations either side of each crossing, which assumes that the magnetopause was a tangential discontinuity [54] . This method was used since minimum variance analysis [55] was poorly conditioned throughout the interval (the ratio of intermediate to minimum eigenvalues was ∼ 2). The normals were
insensitive to the precise averaging period used. Projections of these normals are shown in Figure 2a -b where we distinguish between inbound and outbound crossings by colour.
Magnetic shear angles were calculated from the same averaged magnetic field observations.
Finally, two-spacecraft timing analysis was also performed. Using the ascertained magnetopause normals n, the velocity of the boundary along the normal is given by
where r α is the position of spacecraft α during the magnetopause crossing at time t α . This assumes a planar surface with constant speed. For each inward/outward motion of the magnetopause, the analysis was applied to all spacecraft pairs using both sets of normals. The multiple THC crossings at around 22:37 UT were neglected. Taking the average magne-topause normal over all crossings N as representative of the undisturbed boundary, each determined magnetopause velocity can be decomposed into parallel and perpendicular ve-
Replacing N with a normal from a model magnetopause does not significantly affect the results.
Modelling ESA instrumental effects
The ESA instrument can only detect ions whose energy overcomes the spacecraft potential, however the majority of ions in the magnetosphere are cold [32] . During this interval we find the temperature of cold ions to be 18 eV by fitting a Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution to the population observed in the omnidirectional ion energy spectrogram at around 22:45 UT (Figure 2f ). While no spacecraft potential observations were available for THA, those from THC-E suggest a value of ∼ 11 V at THA's location (Figure 5a) . A sinusoidal oscillation of the magnetopause r mp = C sin ωt would result in velocity v iR,sph = Cω cos ωt and using C = 0.4 R E we find that protons oscillating at1.8 mHz would have a peak bulk kinetic energy ∼ 4 eV, less than the assumed spacecraft potential. To estimate the effect on the data, we take one-dimensional velocity moments of the Boltzmann distribution corresponding to the cold ions, excluding all energies below the spacecraft potential. This suggests that the expected velocity oscillations of 27 km s −1 amplitude would only be detected as 6 km s −1 by the ESA instrument.
Wavelet transform
Time-frequency analysis of the data was performed using the Morlet wavelet transform [56] , with the resulting dynamic power spectra shown in Figure 3a -g. At each time all peaks between 0.5-10 mHz whose power and prominence were both above the two-tailed global 99%
confidence interval (using the Bonferonni correction [57] ) for an autoregressive AR(1) noise model were identified, shown as the black lines. The magnetosheath jet's cone of influence, the region within time-frequency space that is affected by the jet due to the scale-dependent windowing of the wavelet transform, are also shown as the white dashed lines. Significant narrowband signals were investigated by reconstructing a complex-numbered version of the timeseries from the Morlet wavelet transform across the bandwidth of each signal only [56] .
The real part of the resulting timeseries is the band-pass filtered data whereas its phase is used to investigate polarisations. Note that it is not necessary for both timeseries to exhibit statistically significant power enhancements in the same region of time-frequency space for a coherent phase relationship to potentially exist between them within that region [58] .
Spacecraft-potential inferred density
The electron density can be inferred from measurements of a spacecraft's potential and in this paper we use an empirical calibration determined for THEMIS [32] . The coefficients of this calibration, however, vary from spacecraft to spacecraft and can slowly drift with time.
Unfortunately, the first epoch time for these coefficients was in January 2008. Given the agreement in spacecraft potential observations with radial distance for THC-THE (the only spacecraft for which EFI was deployed shown in Figure 5a ), we simply ensure the inferred densities are consistent between spacecraft. The densities for THD and THE agreed very well, however, THC exhibited some systematic differences in density (Figure 5b ). These differences largely occurred at much smaller L-shells, nonetheless, we neglect THC density observations for this reason.
To arrive at a radial density profile, we bin the spacecraft potential inferred densities from THD and THE by radial distance using 0.1 R E bins, taking the average. The results were subsequently median filtered over 0.5 R E and the profile was extended to the model magnetopause [59] using a constant extrapolation.
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